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 About MOCS 
Mountains Outreach Community Service (MOCS) began as a Western Sydney Area Assistance 
Scheme (WSAAS) Grant to Springwood Neighbourhood Centre in August 1980 to set-up        
Treehouse Mobile Resource and Information Unit operating from a bus. Treehouse became   
autonomous in July 1981 and changed its name to Blue Mountains Mobile in 1986 and then to 
Mountains Outreach Community Services in 1992. The service has always had a mountain-wide 
focus on support and provision of services to families with young children and on bringing     
people together to strengthen community connections and resilience. MOCS is community   
managed and received funding from the NSW Department Community and Justice (FACS), Dept 
of Education, Bendigo Bank, Sydney Water and Blue Mountains City Council.        

Our projects work across the Blue Mountains in three main areas:  

 Children and family Services 

 Community Development 

 Reconciliation 

 Networks and partnerships 

 

MOCS VISION is to build a healthy interactive community 

 Where vulnerable and disadvantaged community members are well supported and 
their resilience and quality of life is improved. 

 Where individuals, families and communities participate in opportunities to build a 
sense of place, community connection and trust through shared experience, 
knowledge and strong respectful relationships.  

 

MOCS MISSION is to 

 Support families and build community in the Blue Mountains 

 

MOCS VALUES: 

 We respect the knowledge, culture and custodianship of the Aboriginal              
communities of the Blue Mountains. 

 We value diversity, and advocate for social justice, equity and social inclusion. 

 We value strengths based community development practice, personal and         
community empowerment and choice. 

 

MOCS GOALS are to: 

1. Reduce the impact of social and economic disadvantage and reduce social isolation by    
building social inclusion. 

2. Enhance the resilience and connectedness of BM children, their families and communities. 

3. Be an agile and robust community organisation. 
 

We are a core member of the Stronger Families Alliance. We work collaboratively with many 
different services, groups and individuals to achieve our goals. We use a family work approach 
informed by Circle of Security principles as well as a community development approach and 
have a PPP practitioner as part of our team.   
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Members of MOCS  

Staff 

MOCS Manager         Lyn Bevington   

          Tatiana Lozano  

 

Financial Administrator         Elaine Cameron   

 

Community Development Worker  CDW      Judith Hawkes 

 

Children’s CDW & Hub Coordinator        Liz Smith 

 

Parenting Young Facilitator & MMM support worker     Tanya Clark 

  

BMOCCS Coordinator & Authorised Supervisor   Cathryn Ferreira 

 

MMM Coordinator &       Jane Marshall  

Supported Playgroup Facilitator 

 

MMM workers  Meg Grunsell    Nadia Cameron 

    Simone Witherow    Cate Harrison 

    Emily McKay    Jeannie Elliot 

    Sarah Rees     Sally Weymouth   

    Rachel Rowe    Isobel Bowman 

    Lesley Lancaster   

   

 

Management Committee      Committee Members 

 

Chairperson   Sandra Hill                Jade Pyle 

Vice Chairperson  Jacqueline Miller     Karine Gleeson 

Secretary    Susan Ambler    Cheryl Adams 

Treasurer    Susan Pearce    Louise Sutcliffe 

          Roslyn James 

 

               

We acknowledge the Darug and Gundungurra people as the Traditional Custodians of the land we live and work on.  
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Another year has flown by for MOCS and it is once again a pleasure to be able to write my Chairperson’s 

report.   

This financial year we have farewelled our previous Manager and tireless Community Worker, Lyn 

Bevington and welcomed our new Manager, Tatiana Lozano to the helm. Tatiana has already 

demonstrated an enormous commitment to the work of MOCS and focused on team building, team 

morale and rising to funding challenges on the run. Tatiana’s energy and positivity combined with a 

realistic approach to day to day management issues has been a great asset to MOCS and I would like to 

thank her sincerely for the dedication she has shown to the staff and work of MOCS.  

As always, our MOCS staff are the heart and soul of our organisation and their loyalty has been unfailing. 

The real connections they are making in the community is evident in the monthly reports of their 

progress, the steady attendance at our playgroups, the new links being established with other 

organisations and the willingness to be open to new ideas and challenges. I would like to thank all staff at 

MOCS for their continued dedication in the face of a challenging environment. 

The last financial year has also been one of preparing for the Targeted Earlier Intervention (TEI) reform 

and the Manager and team have invested energy into the detailed planning that is required for this. As we 

move towards increased measurement of outcomes for families engaged in our programs and greater 

accountability, my feeling is that MOCS, being a small organisation, is flexible and agile enough to be able 

to respond to the new environment in a positive and productive way.  

My report would not be complete without conveying my sincere appreciation to the Management 

Committee members for their work throughout the year.  Your steadfast support of MOCS, ideas and 

encouragement of staff, whilst dealing with some difficult and real decisions, play a major role in the 

ability of MOCS to respond to the changing environment of family services.  In May of this year, some 

Management Committee members attended a MOCS Planning Day and were able to gain an insight into 

proposed future directions for MOCS and contribute in a meaningful way to the generation of ideas for 

the future.  MOCS Management Committee members also demonstrate their commitment to the running 

of the organisation by being present at Work, Health and Safety Inspections and also staff appraisals, 

which I understand is greatly appreciated by staff and also gives Management Committee members a 

chance to gain further understanding of the day to day work of the staff. Through this understanding it is 

hoped that this can better inform our decisions in our work together as a Management Committee.  

 

As 2019 moves into its final stages and we approach 2020, I can only 

say what an enormous privilege it is to be a Chairperson of this 

wonderful organisation, an organisation that has made a difference 

in so many people’s lives in supporting them with the work of 

raising families in our beautiful Blue Mountains community. 

Chairperson’s Report 

Sandra Hill 
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 Manager’s Report 
Tatiana Lozano 

I have been in the role of manager at MOCS since January of this year. It’s been a very busy time with much 
learning and familiarisation to do, as well as dealing with significant changes in the funding landscape. I had 
envisioned a steady introduction to the organisation, the children and families we work with and the 
community we support, but I definitely hit the ground running. The team at MOCS have been extremely 
welcoming and together have been dealing with shifts in funding priorities and the shape of MOCS in the 
future, as well as providing high quality accessible services that constructively impact the community we 
live in. 

 

After this short time, I deeply understand why MOCS is such a strong, effective and financially viable 
organisation and why it has such a great reputation in the community. Not only has the organisation been 
under the wonderful leadership of Lyn Bevington, but they are a group of deeply committed, talented and 
hardworking people who love what they do because it makes a positive difference to the lives of the 
children, families and communities with whom we live.  

 

MOCS is an organisation that works from a social justice perspective and supports families from the 
moment children are born to their engagement with early childhood education and the school system. We 
do this in a way that is friendly and inclusive so that families return time and time again and comment on 
“how it changed their lives”. We run supported playgroups for families with children of all ages where we 
provide an environment for play, socialisation of children and parents, and access to information and 
referrals. From here children can attend one of our mobile occasional care services (unique in NSW) so that 
parents and carers can strengthen their lives through personal development, employment, education and 
social engagement. In this setting, families are supported to slowly and lovingly transition children to a 
structured learning environment and develop skills useful for pre-school and school. We also run a 
transition to school program which we hope to expand in the future. 

 

Research tells us that the wellbeing and development of children is inexorably linked to that of their 
parents and carers. To this end, MOCS provides a range of social participation and education programs 
which support: young parents, families and children who live with disability, first time parents, community 
and school holiday activities, TAFE outreach and parenting courses. We also provide mobile child care 
services to promote parent engagement in courses, community meetings and personal development 
opportunities. 

 

Despite our small team and all the above-mentioned work, we also engage in community development 
work with a range of communities across the mountains including the Gundungurra and Darug 
communities, elders, the schools, as well as others when the need arises and we are able to assist. MOCS is 
a leader in early literacy in the Blue Mountains and we have strong links within the community sector and 
work effectively through partnerships and collaborations like the Strong Family Alliance. 

 

This amazing work is only possible because of the team and leadership that is 
MOCS and without naming people (so as to not leave anyone out) I extend a 
huge heartfelt thanks to Lyn Bevington for her work during the first half of the 
financial year and to all of you who carry out this work week after week in the 
face of funding and structural challenges. It is through the solidarity of the 
team and MC leadership that we continue to make such a positive impact to 
the lives of those that are our community. I look forward to being part of 
MOCS’ future as we continue to respond and embrace a new forward-looking 
vision. 
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Community Builders: 

 

Statistics 

Events held 20 attended by 1610 adults & children Twice required amount 

Resources developed 20 which reached 9,265 people Twice no. of people 

Workshops run 38 attended by 379 people Three times required 

Community consulted 68 people 60 is required 

Services coordinated 196 sessions 153 required 

People connected with 
information 

Average of 24,000 per month 1200 required 

Assisted referrals Average of 2/month 5 required 

Your Say surveys 269 distributed 187 completed 

Social Inclusion 43 sessions with 365 attendances 38 sessions 

Supported Playgroups:   

Hazelbrook locations:   

86 parents and 120 children enrolled  with a total of 750 attendances across the year 

Ages: 71% aged 0—3yrs, 29% 4 –5yrs 

Family Structure: 5 parents aged under 25yrs; 36 two parent families; 5 sole parent families 

Buttenshaw Park (Springwood): 

Total child attendance 420 across the year. 

90% aged 0-3yrs, 10% 4-5yrs 

Transition to school: Lawson Public School ran for 3 weeks in Term 4 2018. 

11 families and 14 children enrolled. Total attendances 28. 

11 out of the 14 starting school in 2019. 

 

Parenting Young:  

14 Families enrolled with a total of 312 attendance across the 4 terms. 

Cultural Background: 2 ATSI; 1 CALD 

Ages: 13 families had children aged 0-3 and 5 families had children aged 4-5.  Some families have more 
than one child. 

Family Structure: 100% parents aged under 25; 70% two parent families and 30% sole parent families. 

 

BM Occasional Child Care Service (BMOCCS):  
 
100 children enrolled.  Ages: 75% 0-3rys;  25% 4-6yrs 

Cultural Background: ATSI 5. 

MOCS Mobile Minders: from attendance sheets 

920 child attendances with an average of 64 jobs per term 

Ages: 88% 0-3rys; 12% 4-5yrs 

Cultural Background: ATSI 22. 
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Work with Children and Families 
This is the core of what MOCS does across the Blue Mountains as a universal service for children and 

families, also targeting specific vulnerable groups.  

The MOCS Community Hub continues to  provide programs throughout the  mountains, including  
Katoomba, Wentworth Falls, Bullaburra, Lawson , Hazelbrook , Linden and Faulconbridge.  The Hub     
continues to partner with a range of services and organisations to deliver varied and responsive term  
programmes. Partners include Lawson and Faulconbridge Public Schools; Our Lady of Nativity Catholic 
School, Korowal School, Belong Blue Mountains;  Springwood Neighbourhood Centre (SNC); Gateway 
Family Services;  Thrive   Services; Connect Child and Family Services; Community Health; Blue Mountains 
Women’s Health & Resource Centre and Ability Links.   

Hub Parenting Programmes 

‘Let’s Talk ...about Siblings Without Rivalry’ 4 week course at Wentworth Falls Public School  in 

partnership with Gateway Family Services in August 2018.  Attended by 6 parents who provided positive 

feedback.                                                                                                                                                                               

‘Tuning into Kids’ 6 week course was held at Faulconbridge Public School in partnership with Gateway  

in November/December 2018 which was attended by 6 parents was also very well received.    

‘Bringing Up Great Kids’ was presented in over 6 evenings at Lawson Community Preschool in February 

to April in 2019 again in partnership with Gateway.  Four parents attended and gave positive feedback.  

Liz ran a Positive Parenting Course (Triple P)  from February to April in partnership with THRIVE Services 

attended by 6 parents/carers.   The course was  well received with parents reporting that they had made 

positive changes and felt more confident in their parenting after doing the course.  Liz 

First Time Parents: 

The First time Parents group of babies up to 12 months continues to go 

from strength to strength.  This group is filling a gap as parents with new 

babies often cannot attend a group at a Community Health Centre for 

some months.  This group meets fortnightly at Heatherbrae and is a 

partnership with Connect .  Approximately 12 parents and babies attend 

each time and share support and  skills with each other. One of the par-

ents shared her baby massage skills (photo). 

An Early childhood Nurse attends regularly which is a great benefit to the 

parents.  Through this connection Liz and Jeanette Crawford from Con-

nect managed to successfully  get the weekly Lawson Early Childhood 

Clinic to move to Heatherbrae to better engage families.  

“This Group has been a lifesaver for me and 
my family” 

“A wonderful workshop delivered by a very 
knowledgeable presenter” 
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Family Fun/Holiday Fun Days: 

Other events and courses 

MOCS has provided two holiday fun mornings in the past 

year. One at  Noble Street Park in Bullaburra on October 3rd 

2018, which was a Get Ready Blue Mountains  event in part-

nership with Bullaburra RFS and Belong.  73 children and 42 

adults came along. 

The other was at Woodford in Weroona Park on April 17th 

2019 to which 109 children and 59 adults came to. Along 

with our other activities, there was engaging art and craft 

provided by a young  local Aboriginal woman.  

MOCS also supported Suzy Spindoll to hold a Hula Hoop & 

Circus Party event in  April  2019 which was a lot of fun!   

MOCS was asked by Council to organize and coordinate a 

Children’s Week Celebration on October 28th 2018 held in 

Bullaburra Noble Street Park.  There was a jumping castle,  

interactive native animal displays,  Art with Uncle Ed, face 

painting and a sausage sizzle.  It was a huge success attended 

by over 250 people.  In partnership with the Aboriginal and 

Cultural Resource Centre and Blue Mountains  City Council.   

MOCS also supported the Mid Mountains Festival  in Novem-

ber 2018 by providing kids activities.  

Young Women’s Self Defense course was held over several weeks 

in October and November 2018 in partnership with Blue 

Mountains Women’s Health & Resource Centre and Korowal 

School with 12 attending. All reported that they were confident in 

using the skills they had learnt and most said they felt safer about 

going about their daily life after doing the course.  

Two Aboriginal Bush Tucker walks were held  over the past year, 

one in November 2018 along the Transit of Venus in Woodford 

and one in June 2019 in Hazelbrook to Horseshoe Falls.  These 

were led by Chris Tobin with funding from BMCC.  We had  34 

adults and children who attended these very popular walks.  

In Term 4 of 2018 Liz partnered with  Sing & Grow to present an 8 

week  transition to school  music therapy Program at  Our Lady Of 

Nativity School.  This was very well received by parents and 

children with  9-13 children and their care givers attending each 

week.  Tanya and Liz also presented a 3 week Transition to School 

Program at Lawson Public School as an extension  to the school 

program  to enhance social  connections.  

‘I would feel safer 
now ...so much stronger’ 

‘Really like what you do, 
it’s super nice for us’  

‘It was amazing … I learnt 
everything I needed’  
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Playgroups: 

Our playgroups are facilitated by Jane Marshall and Tanya 

Clark.  This year playgroups continued to run during school 

terms, Tuesdays at Golden Horizons Park, Wednesdays at 

Buttenshaw Park in Springwood and Thursdays at Hazelbrook 

Scout Hall.  All playgroups continue to be well attended. 

This year at Scout Hall playgroup we held two healthy morn-

ing teas which were funded by Sydney Water.  Students from 

Nirrimba College enjoyed helping the children make yummy 

sushi balls. 

MOCS ran a playgroup for children and families starting Law-

son Public School in 2019. This playgroup was to support the 

development of the community within the school and to help 

the families and children become more familiar with each 

other and the school grounds.  Over the three weeks we had 

11 families with 14 children between them, 11 children who 

started at Lawson Public School in February. 2019. 

In partnership with Belong and Ability Links, MOCS supports the NDIS Peer Support Group which meets 
monthly at the Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre.  This group has evolved into a small but dynamic 
group of carers and  people living with a disability who have undertaken self directed lobbying activities 
and continue to meet to share information, support each other and  hear from a range of guest speakers.  

Support for families on the NDIS: 

“ Look what I did. 
Playdough is my 

favourite thing at 
Playgroup” 

Lily 3yrs 
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 Blue Mtns Occasional Care - BMOCCS 
Blue Mountains Occasional Care continues to provide low cost, flexible education and care to families 
with babies, toddlers and preschool age children in family grouping. The mobile nature of the service 
enables us to provide this care to families in the lower, mid and upper mountains, once a week at each 
venue. We have historically taken enrolments from all 27 villages across the Blue Mountains for more 
than 13 years.  
 
Our educational program is designed by an Early Childhood Teacher and team of qualified educators using 
the Early Years Learning Framework. Our priority is to provide quality education and care to families, that 
may otherwise face vulnerability through isolation and disadvantage due to their location, distance from 
family support networks, physical or wellbeing health issues. 
 
Our service provides a sensitive transition for children in the years before preschool, and prepares them 
for either formal care or school. We pride ourselves on providing a positive and sensitive transition for 
these children, allowing both the child and their families to move towards better learning outcomes at 
school. We attract many families with more than 1 child, as we can provide an enriching baby and toddler 
program, complimented with a stimulating school readiness program for older children. 
 
BMOCCS employs 3 permanent staff,  Cathryn Ferreira (Coordinator), Emily McKay (Diploma of Children’s 
Services), and Isobel Bowman (Cert 3 Children’s Services). Rachel Rowe began volunteering with BMOCCS 
in 2018, and has now begun her Certificate 3 in Children’s Services training. She now works on a casual 
basis for BMOCCS and MMM. Lesley Lancaster has also begun her Cert.3 training, and covers our lunch 
breaks at Lawson. These workers are provided by MMM . 
 
Simone Witherow, and Cate Harrison both took up opportunities elsewhere during the year, and it has 
been wonderful to hear how they have grown professionally,  building on the skills they developed at 
MOCS. 
 
During 2018/19 BMOCCS provided a service at Blaxland on Monday in the Family Day Care building, 
Wednesday in Lawson at the Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre, and Blackheath on Friday from the 
hall behind the Blackheath Baptist Church. We have a long history of using these venues, and BMOCCS 
has a very positive reputation within the community. 
 
We have enrolled over 100 children, during 2018/19 with 
Lawson continuing to have the highest usage, particularly in 
the  2-3years age range. We are also currently full for 3-5year 
olds. To ensure appropriate staff to child ratios, we have had to 
vary the number of younger babies enrolled, this also ensures 
they receive the best quality of care. Enrolments have 
remained constant at Blackheath, usually between 8 - 12, and 
we have a loyal group of families at Blaxland. 
 
2018/19 has been a very mixed year, due to funding issues, our 
participation in the DEC pilot assessment and rating model, 
and staffing changes. We hoped that we would have a year of 
funding stability, but this was not to be. Our funding issues 
continued, and we faced  uncertainty with regards to 2019-
2020 funding right up to the end of June 2019. Both our team 
and that of MOCS, supported each other during these 
challenging times. 
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The staff have worked well together during these 

uncertain times, and I thank them for the support they 

have shown to MOCS and to myself. We are a strong 

team, with  a shared  vision  for the quality of education 

and care that we provide. 

We continue on Legacy funding until June 2020 . 

We see 2019/20 as a year of changes to come, as we 

move from an ‘Out of Scope’ service to ‘In Scope” and 

the changes to our regulations, and child to staff ratios. 

I would also like to thank the loyal families that have 

trusted us with the care of their children, and  the  collaborative approach that  this develops.                                                                                                   

Attached is a quote from a parent who has used our Blaxland venue for many years, and  with whom we 

have developed a strong and trusting relationship.  I feel her words  show clearly the essence of what we  

strive to achieve at BMOCCS. 

 

 

 

 
The journey of one thousand miles begins with a single step.  That's what I tell myself before I tackle a 
problem.  Sometimes, a problem is like a tangled ball of wool, you simply don't know where to start. 
Many years ago, a neighbour told me about Occasional Care at Blaxland.  At the time, I had three young 
children at home.  It was a busy juggle to look after everyone's needs, especially my own.  We had moved 
from Sydney, where both my husband and I had grown up, to live in the mountains.  We moved away from 
family and friends to live in a good house in a friendly neighbourhood that we could afford.  So doing 
everything on our own was tough.   
We had chosen to raise our own children and managed to live off one income.  That's where Occasional 
Care came in.  The mental health of the mother must be the number one concern for the family.  I was 
running out of stream, fast.   
Occasional Care was literally a life line for me.  Because I was working to bring up our children, and not in 
paid employment, there were no subsidies available for us to access care for young children.  
Taking my children to Occasional Care on Mondays allowed me freedom to have mental space.  Imagine 
that! I was able to use the time on Mondays to access mental health care for myself. To cook food for the 
week without two other little people wanting to help. To go shopping.  To get a haircut. To sleep. To sit 
still and have an interrupted cuppa tea. To breathe. 
This valuable time to myself allowed me to care for myself.  Allowed me to untangle the ball of 
wool.  Allowed me to recognise that my first step on this one thousand mile journey was to seek help with 
the care of my children. 
And what beautiful care these amazing women have given to my children! Their insight, wisdom, gentleness 
and sense of fun have been a real benefit for both myself and the children. 
Farewell and thank you.  I am truly grateful for all your support for so many years.  

Cathryn Ferreira 
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This is an awesome set up 
Jeannie. I just don't have 
the time to do anything else 
but get here with my two 
kids.”  Mum at Kookaburra 

MMM continues to provide quality low cost childcare to a range of Service Providers within the Blue 
Mountains.  The flexibility and mobility of the service enables us to support parents and carers to access a 
range of community education groups, meetings, playgroups and community events. 
MMM has many longstanding clients and new organisation/services. This year we provided childcare and 
children’s activities to 14 different community groups and organisations including  Blue Mountains City 
Council, Gateway Family Service, Blaxland Uniting Church, Enrich, Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre, 
Australian Breastfeeding Association, Connect Child and Family Services, Blue Mountains Women's Health and 
Resource Centre, West Connect Domestic Violence Service, Lower Mountains, Mid Mountains, Katoomba , 
Winmalee, Springwood  Neighbourhood Centers.  
 
The MMM team has provided child care and children’s activities throughout the mountains from Blaxland to 
Mt Victoria in a variety of venues including community halls, parks and schools. Service providers give frequent 
feedback that they would not be able to achieve the attendance they attract and highlight the valuable 
contribution that MMM makes to the families of the Blue Mountains.  
Session numbers have been varied from term to term. In term  3 there were 82 sessions,  term 4:  56, term 1: 
54  and term 2: 69, some sessions required 2 workers. The total of sessions attended by MMM workers this 
year was 270  with a total of 1307 children attend.  MMM continues to support BMOCCS with additional staff 
when needed. 
 
MMM provided children’s activities for Grandparents Day at Wentworth Falls Lake for Blue Mountains City 
Council, Mid Mountains Festival for Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre and a very well attended Gloria 
Park Fun Day for the Hazelbrook Association.  MMM has also supported MOCS Family Fun Days and Aboriginal 
Cultural Bushwalk. This year has seen MMM workers Sally Weymouth and Lesley Lancaster continue to 
support Koori playgroup run by the Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre. And Jeannie Elliott continue with 
Kookaburra Playgroup run by Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre. All three MMM workers attending each 
week to provide activities for the children and support for families. 
 
MMM continues to maintain around 8-10 staff members, Jane Marshall and Tanya Clark along with the casual 
team of Jeannie Elliott, Sally Weymouth, Meg Grunsel, Sarah Rees, and Nadia Cameron . 
 
This year  Lesley Lancaster joined the MMM team, Deb Dunn, Robyn Wright  Barby Wyile and Amy Gaymer  
have moved  on to other  jobs or retirement. BMOCCS workers, Simone Witherow and Cate Harrison continue 
to support MMM when job bookings are high. 
MMM  staff had to opportunity to attend two Yarning Circle this year following on from  the Cultural 
Competency training  which they attended last year . 
 

I would like to thank the MMM team for their flexibility and 
professionalism in supporting children and their families.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

MOCS Mobile Minders 

Jane Marshall 
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Grandparents & Elders Day 4 November 2018 

MOCS was part of the Working Group of this event coordinated by BM City Council. We assisted to 
organise a community event at Wentworth Falls Lake on Sunday 4 November to celebrate the role 
grandparents and older people play in our community—both the things they have done and the things 
they keep on doing. 

Over  200 people attended the event on a perfect spring day to enjoy a range of activities, entertainment 
and  a picnic lunch, 

The MOCS activities space was a visited by a steady stream of grandparents and grandchildren enjoying 
painting, playdough and the story-mat throughout the day. 

The event included a visit by Billy Booksie. 

Older Women’s Photographic Exhibition 

MOCS was part of the Working Group, 
coordinated by BM Women’s Health & 
Resource Centre, to celebrate Seniors Festival 
2019— grandmothers being a vital part of 
extended families! The theme of the 
Exhibition was ‘Celebrating Older Women: 
Challenging  Stereotypes’.   

All photographs were taken by women over 
60; all subjects were women over 60. The 
photographs promoted positive messages 
about what it is to be a woman over 60 with 
an emphasis on challenging stereotypes of 
ageing.  

Over 30 photos were received and around 70 
people attended the Exhibition Opening at 
the BM Women’s Health & Resource Centre 
on  24 February. 

Community Development 
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For over 20 years MOCS has supported the reconciliation process in the Blue Mountains and has worked 
closely with local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander residents including Darug and Gundungurra people 
on many projects and issues. We believe that many small steps across multiple platforms is how  
sustainable attitudinal change is built. This year we have worked on: 

Indigenous Triple P: 

Liz in partnership with ACRC held an Indigenous Positive Parenting Course (Triple P) in May and June 

2019 attended by 6 parents/carers.  The parents/carers were very enthusiastic about doing the course 

and  Liz was able to tailor it to the specific needs of the group which was much appreciated.   

Working with Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre: Koori playgroup and Family Fun Days 

MOCS continues to support the ACRC Family Fun Days and Koori playgroup. The Playgroup meets  each 
Monday of term and has a new venue at Greenwood Early Childhood Centre, which is a great space for 
the children to play.  A MMM staff member attends weekly to provide children's activities and help the 
coordinator.  

Judith and Liz provided kids activities at an ACRC Fun Day at Melrose Park in Katoomba on April 26th  
2019, which drew lots of local Aboriginal families many of whom Liz knew through Koori  playgroup and 
Indigenous Triple P.       

BM People for Reconciliation/BM Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation: 

MOCS continues to work in close partnership with this active and committed group, with Lyn  convening 
monthly meetings and Judith regularly attending  meetings and assisting at events and activities.  

A highlights of the year included the children's activity stall at the NAIDOC in the Gully event in July 2018 
and  the regional exhibition of Reconciliation NSW’s  Schools Reconciliation Challenge at Leura Ever-
glades in August 2018. The official opening of the Blue Mountains leg of the state tour was on Friday 3 
August.  The event was well attended by local schools and community members, with representatives 
from Reconciliation NSW and National Trust also attending. Almost half of the entries that made it into 
the travelling Exhibition were from  the Blue Mountains—Nepean region. 

“A big thankyou … 

it’s the best thing I have done!” 

“It was great!”  “Great, thanks!” 
 

Reconciliation Work & Support to the Aboriginal Community 
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Aboriginal Artists in BM Schools Project  

 

Due to competing priories and staff leave, MOCS was not able to run this Project in support of Reconcilia-
tion NSW’s Schools Reconciliation Challenge in 2018. This did, however, provide an opportunity to see 
how many Blue Mountains schools would enter the Challenge without the support and encouragement 
of this local Project. 

Judith attended the Official Opening of the Schools Reconciliation Challenge Exhibition opening at the 
Powerhouse Museum in October and was pleased to see Blue Mountains schools still strongly represent-
ed in the winning entries (though not quite as strongly as with the support of our local Project).   

Close the Gap Day March 2019:  

 
Close the Gap Day was marked this year at our Hazelbrook Scout Hall playgroup with a range of culturally 
appropriate activities for the children and a talk to parents about what the Day was all about. 
 
Tatiana and Liz lead the group in a sing-a-long from Fun and Games in Gundungurra which was a great 
hit! 

 

 
 

 

Reconciliation Week May 2019:  

 
There was a greater than usual number of events organised by a variety of community groups and or-
ganisations to observe Reconciliation Week this year. This is a testament to the work of MOCS over the 
years to promote and celebrate the week across the Blue Mountains. 
 
This year we held a range of culturally appropriate activities at our regular groups and services during 
the week.  
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This year MOCS was successful in obtaining funding from the NSW Department of Education under their 
Ninganah No More  Funding Program. 

The funding is to provide a Darug language program by Aboriginal educators to  3 early childhood  
services across the Mountains. The partner services are Blaxland Pre-School Kindergarten, Lawson  
Community Pre-School and Katoomba-Leura Pre-School. The Darug Educators are Aunty Jacinta Tobin, 
Corina Marino and Aunty Julie Jones. 

Commencing in Term 3 2018, the Project has involved the Darug Educators going to the services on a 
regular basis, teaching language to both the children and the staff of the early childhood services. The 
Darug Educators visit each service on different days of the week to ensure all children and staff are able 
to be part of the Program. 

The Darug Educators and Early Childhood Staff are developing resources, which can be used beyond the 
operation of this Project and shared with other early childhood services. 

The Project is funded until the end of the 2019 school year. 

Ninganah No More 

The play based and flexible approach has allowed the program to fit within the services current programs. 
It blends into what staff are already doing and can be adapted for larger groups, small groups and one to 
one experiences. The Aboriginal Educators are a resource for the services and share information freely. 

The project has been a great success: 

 Children attending the 3 early childhood services have learnt up to 50 Darug words for greetings, 
numbers, body parts, animals and other words and songs relevant to activities at the services, such 
as counting in Darug while skipping. 

 Families report back that the children are singing the Darug language songs at home and some  
parents/carers are using Darug greetings when they drop-off and collect children at the service. 

 The Early Childhood Educators at all 3 services have increased their confidence and knowledge in 
learning and teaching Darug language, and language and culture has been integrated into regular 
programming activities. 

 The Project has led to an increase in pride in culture and general confidence for Aboriginal children 
and an increase in respect for Aboriginal culture by non-Aboriginal children. 

 Where there have been existing connections with the local Aboriginal community,  these have been 
strengthened and new links have been formed. 
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Elders Lunch 17th October 2018: 

The 21st MOCS Annual Elders Lunch on Wednesday 18 October 2018. 

As always, the day was a great success with around  80 elders attend-
ing, including groups from BM Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre, 
Merana, Tharawal, BM Food Services and the Multicultural Seniors 
Group. Numbers were lower than usual this year because the group 
from Gilgai were unable to attend this year for reasons related to that 
service. This did however mean that there was more room for  dancing 
after lunch! 

As usual, Aunty Carol Cooper was Master of Ceremonies and entertain-
ment was provided by Col Hardy and the Lawson School Choir. NSW 
Fair Trading and the Pop-Up Library joined us with information stalls. 

The elders enjoyed an excellent lunch provided by the staff and volun-
teers of BM Food Services and there were raffles, lucky door prizes and 
lots of talking, catching up with old friends and meeting new people. 
Everyone went home with a gift bag loaded with information and 
goodies. 

As always, we were ably assisted by a group of student leaders from 
Katoomba High School. The interaction with the young people is al-
ways a highlight of the day for the elders—and this year saw an out-
break of spontaneous dancing between students and elders after 
lunch. 

The annual lunch is a partnership project between MOCS. BM Food 
Services, Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre and BM Aboriginal 
Culture and Resource Centre.  
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 MOCS Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) and Cultural Competency: 

This year saw the continuation of our RAP Working Group, comprising Aunty Bev Eaton, Jade Pyle, Judith 
Hawkes, Nadia Cameron and Lyn Bevington/Tatiana Lozano. The Group worked throughout the year on 
the development of MOCS Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan, which was endorsed by Reconciliation 
Australia in May 2019.  The cover for the RAP (below) is an artwork  “For the sake of our land” by Leanne 
Tobin. 

Yarnin’ Circle: 

MOCS held staff Yarnin’ Circles in October 2018 and February 2019. This was the cultural competency 
professional development tool recommended by  Aunty Bev Eaton, who facilitated the circles. It is a 
space where staff can ask whatever questions they wish and raise whatever they like for discussion.  

Feedback from staff about our email system to keep everyone, including casuals, informed about re-
sources and events related to Reconciliation and working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander com-
munities, was overwhelmingly positive. We have continued this activity, which was an initiative from our 
first Yarnin’ Circle last year. 

MOCS has maintained its Facebook presence on issues related to Reconciliation:  
https://www.facebook.com/BlueMountainsReconciliation/  

This Page promotes our events and others in the community that relate to Reconciliation, or that are sent 
to us to share relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander services and events. 

Our publications Aunty Joan Cooper: Through the Front Door; Fun and Games in Gundungurra; Sing You 
Brave People; and Remembering the Forgotten continue to sell steadily. 

Reconciliation Promotion: 

Wagana Aboriginal Dancers: 

MOCS continues in the role of auspice to 
Wagana. Under the leadership of Jo 
Clancy, Wagana has had a very busy 
year with both local and international 
performances. Wagana received a grant 
from the Blue Mountains City of the Arts 
Trust for a project called Yindyang to 
create a First Nations Australian and 
Canadian dance and film installation.   
The Yindyang project brought together 6 
professional first nations artists to share 
their practice , culture and performance 
with the Blue Mountains Community. 

https://www.facebook.com/BlueMountainsReconciliation/
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Parenting Young 

Parenting Young continues to be a warm and inviting place where young parents can relax with 
a cuppa and support each other, while their children are in a safe environment alongside their 
parents.  MOCS supplies Parenting Young with a MMM worker, who organises craft activities 
and fun games for the children to learn and grow. We have a  number of services that come 
along each week to support either our parents or the children.  Our working party includes 
Mountains Youth Services Team, Nepean Blue Mountains Local Health District, Catholic Care 
(Project Elizabeth) and Thrive Family Services.  All our working party members are a valuable 
asset to our group, bringing their diverse knowledge in a relaxed and professional manner.  The 
group was very sad when our wonderful Jeanette Reid from Project Elizabeth retired, Jeanette 
brought many skills along to the group, listening to many parents with a open ear and supplied 
some amazing craft ideas, including getting the children to decorate boomerangs with dotted art 
as a gift for their parents. Jeanette was never afraid of getting dirty with the children and you 
would often find her down in the sandpit with her shoes off and having a fabulous time.  

Parenting young held two “Catch up” afternoons for our parents who no longer came along to 
our group and whose children had gone off to big school.  These were held at a local park and 
the current parents also attended.  It was wonderful to see the children and parents reconnect. 
This year we have a few families who travel up the hill every week from Lithgow, so we decided 
to have a few group sessions down in Lithgow at Queen Elizabeth Park.  Both the children and 
parents had a fabulous time on the fun equipment.  Once a term we visit Heatherbrae  as they 
are now open more hours and during school holidays.  We had one of our fabulous workers, 
come and teach the parents how to crotchet a beanie and three of our parents started a TAFE 
outreach course doing floristry and we have been discussing where to from now and how to up 
skill. 

 

“Parenting Young group has been so beneficial for 
my children and especially, myself.  The group has 
promoted   social inclusion for my children and I, 
being able to meet like minded young mothers,  In 
the last six months of coming back to the weekly 
group, my children and I have developed a special 
connection with all the parents, children and work-
ers.  Fridays have become one of my favourite days 
of the week!!” 
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Paint the Blue Read 

MOCS runs the Paint the Blue REaD  (PTBR) which is the 
Blue Mountains early literacy project and is part of the 
Stronger Families Alliance. PTBR is an active member of 
the Paint the Town REaD Network, which now has 
around 80 projects nationally. 
 
Billy Booksie made appearances throughout the year at 
a variety of community events, including  
community festivals, Fun Days and various supported 
playgroups, including Parenting Young, Koori  
playgroup and  Kookaburra playgroup in Lawson. And, 
of course, there were regular postings to our Paint the 
Blue REaD Facebook page. 
 
International Book Giving Day 14 Feb 2019 
After the success of last year’s activities, Billy Booksie again celebrated International Book Giving Day, 
producing a bookmark and bookplate to mark the event. Our Hazelbrook Scout Hall playgroup had a  
special story time and book swap to mark the day and Billy Booksie made his first visit to Our Lady of the 
Nativity School in Lawson for their special Book Giving Day event.  
 
Simultaneous Storytime  22 May 2019 
Simultaneous Storytime was celebrated  with a reading of “Alapcas with Maracas’ at the various MOCS  
playgroups and BMOCCS venues throughout the week, as well as on Simultaneous Storytime Day. 

 
Reading Week 17—21 June 2019 
Held each year in June, Reading Week is a celebration of ‘stories, rhymes and play’ across the Blue 
Mountains. Once again, Billy was ably assisted during Reading Week by early childhood teaching students 
from Nirimba TAFE, without whom we could not run Reading Week. A special thank you goes to  Anna, 
Celia and Lena who brought enthusiasm and fresh ideas to the week.   
 
Our book for Reading Week this year was ‘The Land of Many Colours’ which uses colours to talk about 
accepting one another despite our differences. As part of Billy Booksie’s visits, all children got the 
opportunity to create their own picture storybook that they could take home to share with family.  Plus 
every child went home with a Billy Booksie Rhymes Book. The highlight of the Week was the Parenting 
Young excursion to Heather Brae children’s cottage in Lawson, to see Billy Booksie. 
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Adult Education & Engagement  

MOCS partnered with TAFE Outreach to offer two free adult  courses at the Bungarrabee Centre.  

‘Creative Women: An Introduction to Micro Business Design’ was held over 4 weeks in August and Sep-
tember 2018 with 6-9 women attending each week.  

‘Statement of Attainment in Floristry’ was held over 6 weeks in May/June 2019 and proved to be very 
popular with  12 women completing the course. The office smelt beautiful each week! 

The MOCS women’s Sew and Create group continued to meet until the end of 2018 with 10 in regular 
attendance.  In 2019 the women had moved on to other ventures and commitments.  All valued the time, 
space and peer support the group had offered them over the 2 years.     
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December 2018 saw Lyn Bevington retire, after  more than 25 years 
working  at MOCS in a variety of roles—the last 8 as Manager. 
 
Lyn’s leaving gave us an opportunity to have a party. 
 
Over  60 people—service users, colleagues from partner services, staff, 
management committee and other community members—gathered at 
Mid Mountains Community Centre on Wednesday 19 December  to sit 
back, reflect and celebrate achievements of the past 25 years. 
 

 

Celebrating 25 Years at MOCS 
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Coalition Against Violence and Abuse 

Liz and Tatiana have taken turns to attend CAVA over the past 12 months.  Child Protection Week in 

2018 involved the development and dissemination of a short animation  which  used Blue Mountain 

kids’ voices to talk about who were their  ‘heroes’ to go to help them be safe.  As part of Child Protection 

Week MOCS organise for a speaker form the NSW Advocate for Children and Young People to speak at 

the September CAVA meeting. 

Mid Mountains Family Support Network 

Liz continues to convene the MMFSN that involves a number of services that work with children and 

families in the Mid Mountains.  Participants include: Belong Mid Mountains; Connect; Family Day Care; 

THRIVE, Lawson Community Preschool  and the local schools.  They meet once per term to share 

information, discuss issues and collaborate on programs and activities.   

Stronger Families Alliance 

MOCS is on the Executive and Main Group of the Stronger 

Family Alliance.  For the past year we have been active on  

two of the implementation groups. Lyn and Liz  convened 

the Parent Engagement Group , whose main project has 

been  to  coordinate and promote a combined school 

holiday activities calendar hosted on the SFA website.  By 

the 2018 October school holidays, 20% of respondents to 

the Have your Say Survey found out about activities from 

the on line calendar.    

Judith has been  attending the  Children Start School Ready  to Learn Group. This Group established 

working relationships with schools and Health early childhood services to explore the links between 

developmental milestones and school readiness. The main project is trialling an outreach model for 

Department of Health developmental checks at a variety of early childhood services, including 

playgroups, with the aim of increasing the number of developmental checks by 20%. 

 
Ngarra Wingarru: BM Aboriginal Education Consultative Group 
Judith continues to attend these meetings on a regular basis and provides support to AECG activities. 
 

 
Blue Mountains Community Interagency and Resilience and Preparedness Working Group: 
MOCS continues to attend monthly meeting at interagency  
 
 
Dali Lama Birthday Celebration 

On 6 July 2018, MOCS joined with members of our local Tibetan community and other community 
organisations, at a community lunch in Katoomba to celebrated the Dali Lama’s 80th Birthday. The day 
was well attended with around 200 people enjoying Tibetan food and entertainment.  The MOCS play 
corner proved popular with the children and was busy throughout the day. 

Networks and Partnerships 


